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Welcome to
Lanmat
We are really passionate about providing high quality 

mats and accessories for every application. 

Mats are a relatively unnoticed item in many 

workplaces and buildings, but they form an incredibly 

important role - whether it’s the mat with the company 

logo at the front entrance which needs to remain 

looking at its best, or the anti-fatigue mats behind the 

reception desk keeping the receptionists comfortable 

throughout the day.

Lanmat is a company shaped on family values, with a 

genuine concern for the safety and wellbeing of our 

fellow workers; this is why we provide a full service 

including technical advice, site visits and free samples, 

to ensure you get the best possible outcome for your 

specific application.

We’ve created this product overview brochure to help 

management teams who care for building estates and 

facilities make the right choice on an extended range 

of products which are specific to their needs. This 

brochure provides a snapshot of the exhaustive range 

of solutions we have available, more options can be 

found at www.lanmat.co.uk. We’d love to hear from 

you, so please get in touch and we’ll do our best to go 

the extra mile for you and your staff.

We look forward to hearing from you soon.
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Life Cycle Sustainability

We are committed to finding 
the right matting solution for 
each building so that it’s life is 
maximised and environmental 
impact reduced. Many of our 
products are manufactured 
using recycled plastics and 
rubber, including post-consumer 
plastic bottles and RPET 
material.

Health & Wellbeing

An increasingly hot topic 
in recent years, the health 
and wellbeing of workers 
is not only important, but if 
properly managed can provide 
return value through reduced 
absenteeism and staff turnover.

Cleaning Costs

Over a 20-day period, 1000 
people can walk in 9.6kg of dirt 
into a building (ISSA). Twelve 
times as much dirt is tracked in 
during wet weather conditions. 
Entrance matting can reduce 
walked in dirt by up to 90%.

Slips and Trips

Still the largest cause of 

accidents in the workplace, 
serious injury can occur in an 
instant. Effective entrance 
matting reduces walked in dirt 
and moisture, greatly reducing 
risk. Non-slip accessories 
throughout the building then 
further protect you from this 
costly hazard.

ENTRANCE MATTING
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INDEX TO PICTOGRAMS

ESD

FOOTMAT MASTER A 
Features Aluminium Scraping Inserts

• 100% Polypropylene needlepunch carpet with 
aluminium scraping inserts.

• Supplied on flexible rolls of up to 10m lengths in 2m 
widths – simply butt tightly together for desired 
width.

• Install in recessed wells or glue to the floor surface 
with optional bevelled edging.

• Cut to size and shape, on site if necessary, using a 
hand grinder or jigsaw.

FOOTMAT MASTER B
Solid Surface Matting

• Solid surface prevents debris falling through.
• Supplied on flexible rolls of up to 20m lengths in 

2m widths – simply butt tightly together for desired 
width.

• Install in recessed wells or glue to the floor surface 
with optional bevelled edging.

• Anti-slip latex backing.

FITTED ENTRANCE MATTING SYSTEMS
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FITTED ENTRANCE MATTING SYSTEMS

COCOMAT
Traditional Coir Dirt Scraper

• Bonded to a heavy-duty PVC anti-slip backing for 
minimum movement.

• Suitable for indoor use either on the floor surface or 
in mat wells.

• Available in four colours - natural, black, dark brown 
and grey.

• Overall height: 17mm or 23mm.

FOOTMAT SURFACE
Surface Laid Entrance Tile System

• No mat well required, interlocking entrance tiles can 
be laid to surface.

• Solid surface tiles effectively capture dirt to protect 
interior floors.

• Hardwearing nylon carpet inserts scrape dirt and 
wipe moisture.

• PVC base tile is manufactured from 100% recycled 
materials.

• Suitable for high volume footfall in commercial 
locations.
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FOOTMAT RIB 
Hardwearing Anti-Slip Modular Scraper Matting System

•  Perfect for use at the point of entry for high footfall 
entrances.

•  Tested for trolley use.
•  Ribbed rubber inserts ensure reduced risk of slipping.
•  Easy to install, clean and maintain.
•  Single modules can be easily replaced, which offers 

massive savings for maintenance and repairs.
•  Fire tested to BS EN 13501-1 and slip tested to 
 BS 7676-2.
•  Module size – 290mm x 440mm x 15mm.
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FOOTMAT TRAX
Durable Carpet Flooring

• Durable carpet flooring, designed for large indoor 
entrance areas.

• Mold and mildew resistant, UV stabilised, crush 
resistant and remains unaffected by climate extremes.

• Synthetic rubber backing.
• Nibbed needle punched carpet consisting of anti-

static 100% polypropylene fibres.
• Choice of 14 colours.
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FOOTMAT ZONE
Modular and Customisable Entrance Matting System

• High heel compatible modular entrance matting 
system.

• Stylish octagonal grooved design and tiny integrated 
holes.

• Smooth surface makes it EU compliant for public 
entrances and wheeled access.

• Carpet inserts can be customised to suit your brand.
• 50cm square modular tiles. 

FOOTMAT BRUSH
High Quality and Stylish Entrance Matting

• Brushes remove soil, grit and debris by ‘brushing’ the 
contour of shoes, providing optimum cleaning.

• Strips are linked via flexible, stainless steel wires for 
ease of installation.

• Flexibility to install in recessed mat wells or lay to 
surface with optional edging.

• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
• Custom-made to order with a choice of 13 colour-

ways and bespoke logo options.

FITTED ENTRANCE MATTING SYSTEMS
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FITTED ENTRANCE MATTING SYSTEMS
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FOOTMAT TILE
For Installing in Mat Wells

• Tiles can be installed in recessed mat wells.
• Entrance floor tile manufactured from recycled tyres.
• Looks stylish when laid in uniform or parquet.
• Pattern complements an array of interiors.

FOOTMAT PREMIER A
Features Needlepunch Carpet Inserts

• Quality needlepunch carpet insert.
• Effectively scrapes dirt and wipes moisture.
• Links together to cover all floor sizes – indoor use.
• Move, clean or replace individual tiles with ease.
• Flexible – easily cut to shape.

FOOTMAT EASY FIT
Entrance Mat in a Box

• Innovative product, entrance mat in a box.
• Easier to transport than matting on a roll and 

potentially less wastage compared with cutting from 
a roll.

• Simple entrance matting solution with practical and 
creative design impact.

• Easy fit, just lay into place on the subfloor using a 
tackifier or adhesive. You only need to cut the last 
row of tiles, hand tools can be used to cut and shape 
if needed.
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LOOSE LAID ENTRANCE MATTING

FOOTMAT LOGO
High Grade Entrance Logo Mat

• Printing offers a state-of-the-art technology that 
allows 3-dimensional effects, fine lines and colour 
shading, 

• High quality multi-functional dust control mat cleans 
and dries shoes to prevent dirt and moisture getting 
tracked in to facilities.

• Provides an excellent opportunity to promote a brand 
or company name.

FOOTMAT EXCEL 
For High Volume Entrance Areas

• Exceptionally durable nylon carpet.
• Ideal for high volume entrance areas, such as 

walkways and corridors.
• Nylon pile is highly absorbent and also withstands 

crushing.
• An effective way to protect interior floor surfaces.
• Available with optional edging depending on the 

requirements of the application.

FOOTMAT WASH
Machine Washable Mat

• Easy care, can be washed in an industrial washing
 machine.
•  Tufted nylon/polyester carpet pile retains up to 3.5
 litres/m2 of moisture.
•  Traps up to 800g of debris/dry dust.
• Bleach/fade resistant – 11 year warranty against
 significant colour loss.
•  Pile material: nylon/polyester.
•  Features a robust nitrile backing.
•  Available in four colourways.
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LOOSE LAID ENTRANCE MATTING
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FOOTMAT TOUGH
Heavy Duty Door Mat

• Heavy-duty ribbed carpet surface.
• Polypropylene fibres effectively scrape dirt and 

moisture.
• Debris is collected in the carpet surface ‘channels’.
• Non-staining, slip-resistant PVC backing.

FOOTMAT COLOUR
Bring Some Colour into your Entrance Area

• Solution-dyed nylon fibres provide superior colour 
and wash fastness.

• 100% Nitrile EXS Rubber backing prevents curling 
and cracking in all types of weather.

• Primary substrate will not fray, reduces linting, and 
provides a strong bond between the rubber and the 
carpet.

• Bleach/UV resistant

FOOTMAT ENVIRO
Made from 100% Recycled Materials

• Sturdy doormat manufactured from 100% recycled 
materials.

• Heavy-duty recycled rubber backing helps to grip to 
the floor surface.

• Raised pattern polyester carpet surface made from 
recycled plastic bottles.

• Scrapes and traps dirt/debris.
• Total carpet coverage eliminates torn borders.
• UV and fade resistant surface.
• Pile material: 100% recycled plastic (bottles).
• Backing: 100% recycled rubber (tyres).
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RINGMAT
Exceptionally Hard-Wearing External Mat

• The ideal choice for demanding conditions such as 
icy, snow prone locations.

• Provides excellent slip resistance – conforms to Slip 
Resistance Test EN 13552 Category R10.

• Large holes allow debris to fall through the mat.
• The raised pattern scrapes dirt and debris from 

footwear.
• Available in Honeycomb and Octomat designs.
• Octomat gives the option of brush inserts for 

enhanced scraping.
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EXTERNOMAT XT
Heel Proof Entrance Matting

• The deep-etched tread scrapes shoes and wheels 
clean, while the heel resistant open grid traps and 
collects the debris, preventing it from coming inside.

•  Resistant to most acids, alkalines and oils.
•  ExternoMat XT is 100% recyclable.
•  Fire rating - EN ISO 13501-1:2007-Bfl-S1, ASTM E648, 

Class 1
•  Slip resistance - DIN 51130: R12, V10
• Resistant to UV degradation.

EXTERNOMAT BRUSH
Slip Resistant Entrance Matting with Brush Inserts

• Heavy-duty brush strips scrape shoes clean, while the 
open grid traps and collects the debris, preventing it 
from being walked inside.

•  One-piece construction means you can cut to fit on 
site, with no previous site visits needed. Can also be 
supplied as a bespoke size.

•  Simply roll or lift to clean, no special tools needed.
•  Resistant to most acids, alkalines and oils.
•  Fire rating - EN ISO 13501-1:2007-Cfl-S2. Nylon brush 

fibres: UL94-V2

EXTERNAL ENTRANCE MATS
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EXTERNAL ENTRANCE MATS

ENTRAMAT
PVC Dirt Scraper Mat

• High-quality dirt-scraper mat for outdoor use.
• Manufactured from interwoven flexible PVC 

extrusions for durability.
• Cross-ribbed surface scrapes footwear and the open 

holes capture debris.
• Bevelled edging as standard for safety and wheeled 

access.
• Available in Standard and Heavy-Duty options.
• Material: PVC.

FINGERMAT
Rubber Dirt Scraper Mat

• Flexible natural rubber nodules deliver excellent dirt 
scraping and trapping action.

• Dirt is effectively brushed off then retained in a solid 
base.

• Ideal for most weather conditions making it suitable 
for outdoor use.

• Slip-resistant base to help retain position.
• Safety bevelled edges all round.
• Material: rubber.
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COBMAT
Low Profile Entrance Mat

• Heavy-duty 100% nitrile doormat.
• Non slip floor mat, ideal for wet, greasy or oily 

conditions.
• Raised pattern scrapes dirt and retains water.
• Holds up to 2.6 litres water/m2 or 1.5kg of dry 
 dust/m2.
• Helps to reduce the risk of slipping on wet floors.
• Machine washable.
• Suitable for outdoor and indoor use.
• Safety bevelled edging as standard.
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RINGMAT
Exceptionally hard-wearing external mat

• The ideal choice for demanding conditions such as 
icy, snow prone locations.

• Provides excellent slip resistance – conforms to Slip 
Resistance Test EN 13552 Category R10.

• Large holes allow debris to fall through the mat.
• The raised pattern scrapes dirt and debris from 

footwear.
• Available in Honeycomb and Octomat designs.
• Octomat gives the option of brush inserts for 

enhanced scraping.
• Optional B1 fire tested mats are available.
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EXTERNOMAT XT
Heel proof entrance matting

• The deep-etched tread scrapes shoes and wheels 
clean, while the heel resistant open grid traps and 
collects the debris, preventing it from coming inside.

•  Resistant to most acids, alkalines and oils.
•  ExternoMat XT is 100% recyclable.
•  Fire rating - EN ISO 13501-1:2007-Bfl-S1, ASTM E648, 

Class 1
•  Slip resistance - DIN 51130: R12, V10
• Resistant to UV degradation.

EXTERNOMAT BRUSH
Slip resistant entrance matting with brush inserts

• Heavy-duty brush strips scrape shoes clean, while the 
open grid traps and collects the debris, preventing it 
from being walked inside.

•  One-piece construction means you can cut to fit on 
site, with no previous site visits needed. Can also be 
supplied as a bespoke size.

•  Simply roll or lift to clean, no special tools needed.
•  Resistant to most acids, alkalines and oils.
•  Fire rating - EN ISO 13501-1:2007-Cfl-S2. Nylon brush 

fibres: UL94-V2

EXTERNAL ENTRANCE MATS

VURSIMAT
Cost Effective Modular Matting System

• Ideal for covering smaller spaces between machinery 
as it requires less cutting and customization.

• Features a patented Positive Interlocking System 
that prevents separation during use. Can be easily 
unzipped to replace single tiles or sections as needed.

• Tiles can be cut and reconnected every 8cm to fit 
around obstacles. 

• Can also be rolled up without coming apart, making 
it an ideal solution for areas that require frequent 
cleaning.

CLIKMAT
For Comfort Across Large Areas

• Manufactured from 100% silicone free PVC.
• All types can be combined together.
• Box spring base for extra support.
• Quick to install.
• Locking system to hold tiles safely together.
• Build any shape or configuration.
• Tiles can be cut every 75mm and still connect.
• Replace single tiles or sections as required.

LOKMAT
Smart Solution for Floor Refurbishment

• Available in studded or textured finishes.
• Suitable for light and heavy industrial use, as well as 

commercial locations.
• Can withstand the weight of most forklift trucks.
• Tile system simply interlocks for easy installation.
• Available in anti-static and ESD versions on request.
• Bevelled edging available.

ANTI-SLIP FLOOR REFURBISHMENT
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ANTI-SLIP FLOOR REFURBISHMENT

MODUMAT
Heavy Duty Modular Matting System

• Mats can be interlocked and edged using the simple 
bevel system to create any mat size and shape.

• Anti-slip pebble texture surface with unique 
underside design provides superb anti-fatigue 
properties.

• Manufactured from high quality resilient rubber 
compounds, resistant to extreme temperatures and 
most chemicals.

• Available in six finishes to suit most industrial 
applications.

CHECKMAT
Tile System for Floor Protection

• Hard wearing tiling system, delivering long life and 
value for money, and is manufactured from 100% 
recycled material.

• Can be used as a temporary or permanent flooring 
solution for coverage of large areas in the workplace, 
such as vehicle servicing areas, finishing/assembly 
areas, laboratories, localised work cells and dry 
storage areas.
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CHEXMAT
Modular Mat with Dual Locking System

• Modular rubber tiles with a universal double-locking 
system on all sides to ensure an extra-strong seamless 
connection.

• 19 mm thick platform insulates the worker from the 
hard ground.

• Bulleted domes underneath allow the mat to bend and 
flex with every movement.
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LANGRIP TAPE

• This self-adhesive grip tape is ideal for adhering to 
stair treads to reduce the possibility of slipping, and 
with it’s foil backing, is suitable for fitting to steel 
diamond plate stair cases.

• Suitable for irregular surfaces such as diamond tread 
plates.

• Foil backing allows for hammering into shape.
• Resistant to petrol and solvents.
• Wide range of uses in industry, construction, aircraft 

etc.

LANGRIP STAIR TREADS

• Compliment the GRP LanGrip sheeting with slip 
resistant treads.

• Available in several sizes and colours.

LANGRIP GRP SHEETING

• With a silicone carbide gritted top surface this range 
of anti-slip flooring offers exceptional levels of slip 
resistance.

• Manufactured from UV stabilised GRP, it offers 
outstanding wear and tear qualities, and is an excellent 
choice for pedestrian and factory walkways, access 
ramps, gangways and bridges.

• LanGrip GRP flooring is easy to install either by bonding 
or screwing to the surface and is a cost effective way of 
refurbishing damaged or slippery floors.

ANTI-SLIP FLOORING AND STAIR TREADS
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ANTI-SLIP FLOORING AND STAIR TREADS 

LANGRIP SAFETY 
TRACK
• Adds traction to indoor ramps, ladders and walkways.
• Adheres to wood, metal and concrete.
• Simply peel and apply to a clean, dry surface.
• Available in a range of widths and lengths.

LANGRIP REFLECTIVE 
TAPE
• Durable and versatile, it can be used indoors and 

outdoors.
• Define work areas and pathways.
• Adheres to asphalt, concrete, tile and vinyl.
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LANGRIP STEP STRIPS

• Very low profile ensuring they don’t become a trip 
hazard themselves.

• Provide a very hard wearing non-slip solution to 
smart looking steps, where the finish needs to be 
unobtrusive.

• Available in widths from 25mm and upwards, in lengths 
of 1.2m, and a profile height of just 2.4mm.

• Adhere to virtually any surface with PU Adhesive.
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The Problem
with Standing
While it is widely recommended that we 
should stand more, there are risks associated 
with regular prolonged standing, including 
Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSDs), injuries 
or conditions affecting the movement of the 
human body, or the loco-motor apparatus.

Prolonged standing can also be dangerous to 
those who have an existing health problem such 
as cardiovascular disease, as it makes the heart 
work harder, and remaining in a static position 
is known to be harmful to the circulatory system.

Hard, cold concrete floors are considered the
worst type of floor surface to stand on, and 
yet they are common in many of the industries 
that demand a standing workforce, such as 
Distribution Centres, Warehouses, Production 
Lines and Factories.

This is why many working environments now 
use anti-fatigue mats to cushion the impact and 
insulate the feet from cold floors.

• Varicose Veins
• General pain and swelling of the legs, feet 

and ankles
• Low back pain
• Joint damage

• Bunions and corns
• Achilles Tendonitis
• Plantar fasciitis
• Circulatory problems
• Hypertension

Common ailments from prolonged standing include:
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Choosing the right anti-fatigue mat

With so many options available, it is important 
to make the right choice when it comes to anti-
fatigue matting.

An effective anti-fatigue mat should provide the 
perfect balance in terms of foot support, not 
being too hard or too soft. During the selection 
process, ensure that the anti-fatigue mat is suited 
to your specific working environment, for example 
dry/oily/chemical-prone and evaluate how much 
wear and tear the matting will be subjected to.

Some products are designed for heavy-duty 
industrial use, while others are more suited to 
less punishing environments, such as retail or 
hospitality. Always ask our dedicated customer 
service team for assistance if you are unsure.

How do anti-fatigue mats work?

Anti-fatigue mats encourage regular foot 
movement (even in static positions). The feet 
subtly adapt to the mat’s cushioned surface, 
promoting healthier circulation. This movement, 
although very subtle, forces the foot and calf 
muscles to expand and contract, which activates 
the Venous Pump, pushing blood back up to the 
heart against the force of gravity.

This naturally occurs when we walk. An anti-
fatigue mat helps to replicate this action even 
when users are standing in static positions.

Who uses them?
Anyone who is standing for prolonged periods 
of time such as those working in:

• Factories (production lines)
• Warehouses (packing stations)
• Retail (tills - payment points/information 

desks)
• Hospitality (behind bars and reception 

desks)
• Offices (standing desks)

About Anti-Fatigue Matting

In a survey carried out in 
Europe in 2018, 68% of 
respondents considered
anti-fatigue matting to 
have a positive effect on 
the wellbeing of staff.
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TRAFFIMAT ULTIMATE
The Totally Versatile Anti-fatigue Mat

• Exclusive outer layer encapsulates entire mat.
• Soft foam inner layer cushions impact from standing 

to delay fatigue.
• High density composition gives essential underfoot 

support and shape recovery.
• Neat, tapered edges are heat-sealed using specialist 

technology.
• Robust ramped edges limit trip hazard.
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SERVEMAT
The Mat For Every Reception Area

• Hardwearing ‘marble-effect’ anti-fatigue mat.
• Plush foam backing for comfort.
• Popular for retail counter areas.
• Ideal where functionality and appearance are 

important.
• Can withstand industrial use.
• Supplied with ramped edges as standard.

SANMAT
Anti-microbial and Anti-fatigue Mat

• Modern and adaptable matting solution for facilities 
where workers stand on hard tiles and concrete. 

• Easy to clean, SanMat is an affordable, anti-microbial 
solution that helps keep the workplace germ-free.

• Anti-Microbial Sponge.
• Tough but attractive abrasion and chemical resistant 

PVC surface.
• Machine cut and bevelled edges prevent tripping.
• Slightly textured, easy to clean surface.
• Wide array of colours.

ANTI-FATIGUE MATTING
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ANTI-FATIGUE MATTING

TRAFFIMAT SUPER
Exceptional Comfort and Anti-fatigue Properties

• Ultimate in comfort and thermal insulation from cold
 floors. 
• Good freedom of movement and anti-slip pebble
 pattern ensure worker safety and comfort.
• Lightweight and easy to clean.
• Exceptional comfort and anti-fatigue properties.
• Anti-slip backing and bevels on all four sides.
• Anti-microbial properties help to prevent mould, 

mildew and bacteria.

TRAFFIMAT STANDARD
The Original Anti-fatigue Mat

• Single layer foam anti-fatigue workplace mat with 
textured surface.

• Ideal for light to medium use in dry environments.
• Safety version available with bright yellow borders.
• Insulates against cold concrete floors.
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TRAFFIMAT PREMIUM
For Superior Comfort

• Dual fused layer construction for superior comfort 
and durability.

• Tough PVC foam textured top surface for excellent 
resilience against wear and tear.

• Low density under layer provides extremely effective 
underfoot cushioning.

• Exceptional fatigue-relief properties – a real 
investment for the workplace.
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VISIMAT DR
Ideal Safety Solution for Greasy Floors

• Ergonomic benefit derived from 22 mm thick 
resilient worker platform.

• Highly visible nitrile rubber orange coloured borders 
included on 3 sides for added safety.

• Aggressive slip resistant surface.
• Connectors available to join mats together.
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PROCESSMAT
Perfect for Food Processing Areas

• 100% nitrile non slip kitchen mat.
• Excellent resistance to grease, oils, fats and 

detergents.
• Machine washable.
• Ideal for food processing/manufacturing areas.
• ‘Cross-grip’ surface for exceptional slip-resistance.
• Open holes for efficient drainage.
• Effective anti-fatigue properties.
• Hygienic anti-microbial properties.
• Easily cleaned in a commercial environment.

SERVICEMAT
Suctions Itself to The Ground

• Standalone rubber mat designed for individual work 
stations. 

• Made from 100% nitrile rubber, this product is 
resistant to most industrial oils. 

• Superb anti-fatigue properties due to the ergonomic 
bubble pattern. 

• Moulded, bevelled edges are on all four sides to 
prevent trip hazards.

ANTI-SLIP MATTING
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ANTI-SLIP MATTING

HYGIENEMAT
Vinyl Matting Resistant to Animal Fat and Oils

• Developed primarily for the food processing and 
preparation industries, HygieneMat is a specialised 
vinyl matting solution, which is hygienic and animal 
fat resistant.

• The wide spaced open grid format allows waste and 
spillages to fall through, keeping the standing area 
free of slippery and potentially hazardous matter.

• One piece hard wearing vinyl roll format allows for 
ease of rolling up during cleaning routines.

CHECKMAT GRID
Heavy Duty Open Grid PVC Tiles

• Can be used as a temporary or permanent flooring 
solution for coverage of large areas in the workplace 
with the likelihood of heavy spillage, such as work 
stations, finishing/assembly areas, laboratories, 
localised work cells and machine shops.

• Supplied in 0.5m x 0.5m modules.
• Edging pieces available to create demarcation areas.
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LINEARMAT
The Ultimate Slip Resistant Matting Solution

• Aggressive diamond tread surface for increased
 slip resistance make LinearMat especially effective
 wherever oil, water, liquid and debris spillages are
 likely.
•  Increase safety, comfort and productivity in the
 workplace with LinearMat.
•  Made from 2 layers of non-porous, flexible PVC that
 are welded together to create extra strong joints.
•  Available in rolls or modules with accessories to suit
 all needs.
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WELLMAT
Roll-out Anti-slip Matting

• Free draining matting for bare foot comfort and 
safety in wet areas.

• Anti-bacterial treated plastic prevents growth of fungi 
and bacteria.

• Soft vinyl loops for barefoot comfort.
• Suitable for most leisure applications.
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INTERMAT
Versatile Interlocking Duckboard Tile System

• High grip surface suitable for indoor and outdoor dry
 or wet areas.
•  Soft PVC construction provides anti-fatigue comfort.
•  Free-draining and resistant to a wide range of oils,
 grease and chemicals.
•  Easy to clean - simply unclips into small sections.
•  Available in seven colours with matching bevel edge
 pieces.

POOLSIDEMAT
Free-draining Matting for Bare Foot Comfort

• Anti-bacterial treated plastic prevents growth of
 fungi and bacteria.
•  Ideal for swimming pool surrounds and locker areas.
•  Connector clips available for larger widths.
•  Available in seven colours.

POOLSIDE MATTING
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CLEANROOM MATS

TAKIMAT 
For Contamination Control

• A pad of ‘tacky’ sheets, with adhesive coating that 
effectively attracts and contains walked-in dirt and 
dust for floor cleanliness.

• Once soiled, each sheet is peeled off and disposed of 
to reveal a clean sheet.

• Ideal for clean rooms, hospitals, general industrial 
environments, and any area where cleanliness and 
hygiene is important.

• Fixed to a sturdy rigid backing to keep it in place. 
Also assists in easy relocation.

PHARMAT
For Medical Environments

• Anti-microbial marble top surface is chemical-
resistant and durable PVC. 

• Lightly textured and supple to touch. 
• Easy to clean, which makes this mat a popular choice. 
• Features a closed cell PVC foam offering solid, stable 

performance characteristics. 
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STERIMAT
For Sterile Environments

• 100% anti-microbial, USP 797 compliant.
• Latex-Free, non-porous rubber compound.
• 100% nitrile rubber.
• Can be used in autoclaves.
• Ideal for us in hospital OR, surgery centres, 

laboratories, pharmaceutical, and life sciences.
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FOOTBATH DISINFECTING
Loose Lay Disinfectant Floor Mat

• Deep ‘well’ holds liquid disinfectant for effective 
cleaning of footwear at entrances.

• Made from 100% recycled REACH-compliant PVC 
material.

• Specially designed flexible scrapers remove dirt and 
allow footwear to immerse in disinfectant.

• Suitable for any location where hygiene is important 
such as farm buildings, abattoirs, and food processing 
factories.
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FOOTBATH SANITISING
For Decontaminating Footwear

• Designed to decontaminate shoes and boots which 
are among the worst culprits in spreading harmful 
germs and bacteria. 

• Step into the mat and bathe harmful germs and 
bacteria in a disinfectant solution. Sanitizing FootBath 
mats provide critical protection from potentially 
deadly contamination.

• Chemically resistant to common disinfectant 
solutions.

• Ideal for food production facilities.

FOOTBATH BRUSHFIBRE
Reduce the Risk of Contamination

• Spill Control borders allow for containment of up to 
4,1 litre of disinfecting liquid per m².

• Mono filament brush fibres scrub soles clean.
• Resistant to most chemicals such as bleach and other 

disinfectant solutions.
• Nitrile rubber backing offers excellent slip resistance.
• Standard sizes applicable in most doorways.
• Pile height 11mm.
• 100% Nitrile rubber for maximum oil resistance, 

weight reduction and flexibility.

SANITISING MATS
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ELECTRICAL SAFETY MATTING

CORRUMAT AF
Anti-Fatigue Non-Conductive Matting

• Features non-conductive corrugated switchboard 
surface that insulates the worker from high voltage 
shock. 

• Provides longstanding fatigue relief in areas requiring 
extended standing.

• Double-Duty Switchboard offers the best of safety 
and ergonomics.

• Conforms to ANSI/ASTM D178 01, Type II, Class 2.
• Insulates up to 30,000 volts of electricity.
• Nitricell sponge base. 

CHECKMAT ESD
Diamond Plate ESD mat

• Ideal for individual workstations or combined for 
larger areas where static discharge is a concern.

• Diamond plate pattern for freedom of movement
 IEC61340-4-1 (category DIF) resistance Rg 106 - 109 Ω.
• Safety rounded edges.
• Grounding snap is attached to the corner of each 

mat.
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CORRUMAT SR
For Safety around Switchboards

• Natural rubber base Polymer.
• 2mm high ribbed pattern providing safe working with 

standard 3 phase 450 volt.
• Suitable for use in high voltage areas. 
• Specifically designed for use in front of open 

switchboards or high voltage equipment. 
• Protects operators against electrical shocks.
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ROOFMAT  RUBBER
Walkway Matting for Flat Roofs

• Versatile open holed rubber runner.
• Excellent drainage properties.
• Easy to roll up and move to new locations.
• Easily cleaned for extended wear and tear.
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ROOFMAT TPO
Walkway Matting for TPO and EPDM Flat Roofs

• Designed to be loose laid with no fixing required, so 
can be installed quickly and easily, even in adverse 
weather conditions. 

• The durable, welded construction contours to the roof 
structure, effectively protecting the membrane from 
any potential damage.

• The embossed surface ensures a firm grip, providing 
safe access for staff and maintenance workers. 

• Remains stable in winds up to 55mph (89km/h).

ROOFMAT PVC
Walkway Matting for PVC Flat Roofs

• Designed to be loose laid with no fixing required.
• Can be installed quickly and easily, even in adverse 

weather conditions. 
• The durable, two-layer construction contours to the 

roof structure and protects the membrane.
• Diamond-cut pattern and cross-directional top ribs 

ensures a firm underfoot grip. 
• Remains stable in winds up to 60mph (96km/h).

ROOFTOP SAFETY
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ROOFTOP SAFETY

ROOFMAT PROTECT
For Protection of Roof Membrane During Construction

• A lightweight PVC matting for easy deployment on 
flat roofs.

• Flexible material can be laid onto uneven surfaces.
• Diamond pattern top surface.
• Yellow colour ensures walkways are easily visible.
• Easily cleaned with a jet washer or hose.
• Supplied in long rolls for easy installation.
• Low profile reduces trip potential.

PROMEMADE TILES
Modular Rooftop Protection

• Drainage channels on underside for quick water 
removal and good weight distribution.

•  Simple Installation with four integrated connector 
pins.

•  Long Life (Even at below freezing temperatures).
•  Reduced danger of injury due to the soft nature of 

the tiles.
•  Noise deadening and thermal insulation.
•  Recycled environmentally friendly product.
•  Comfortable and safe to walk on.
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ROOFMAT MODULAR
Create Walkways Around Plant and Equipment

• High grip surface suitable for wet areas.
• Free-draining and resistant to a wide range of oils, 

grease and chemicals.
• Easy to clean - simply unclips into small sections.
• Available in seven colours with matching bevel edge 

pieces.
• Colours can be mixed to form designated walkways.
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CABLE PRO DATA
To Keep Your Data Cabling Safe

• Ideal for keeping multiple cable types separated.
• Seam in base for snapping in cables.
• Variety of sizes available.
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CABLE PRO GP
Cable Protection With Highlight Strips

• Reduce trip hazards caused by trailing cables.
• Protect cables and wires from being pulled or 

crushed causing costly damage.
• Hazard strip version for increased visibility.

CABLE PRO MAT 
For Covering Loose Cables

• Special cable mats for protection from tripping 
hazards due to loose cables lying around.

• Extremely durable nylon surface in dappled colour 
shades.

• Cleated non-slip backing made from durable nitrile 
rubber with integrated cable run.

• Edge in hazard stripe.
• Light-resistant and suitable for underfloor heating.
• Anti-static.

CABLE PROTECTION
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FLOOR MARKING & STICKERS

LINE MARKING PAINT
Fast Drying Permanent Line Paint 

• CFC free aerosol can for quick application of highly 
visible lines and marks.

• Suitable for a number of surfaces such as concrete, 
tarmac and composites.

• Can be used internally or externally.
• Available in a wide variety of colours; black, blue, red, 

green, grey, yellow, white and orange.

FLOOR STICKERS
Give Warning and Direction

• Printed onto slip resistant vinyl.
• Hard wearing.
• Ideal for use in high traffic areas such as workplaces 

and supermarkets.
• Sticks to a range of floors and surfaces.
• Bespoke design and sizes available.
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HAZARD WARNING TAPE
For Clear Floor Demarcation

•   A self-adhesive backed vinyl floor tape to quickly mark 
lines on floors.

•   An ideal solution to mark out areas within factories and 
industrial settings.

•   Available in a number of colours, with plain and hazard 
striped options available to increase visibility further.
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EXTERNAL GROUND PROTECTION

GROUNDMAT
Create A Non-Slip Surface Anywhere

• Protects property and grounds from damage.
• Extremely cost effective in use.
• Supports heavy traffic on firm ground.
• Improves traction.
• Provides secure access for vehicles and pedestrians 

over soft ground.

GRASSMAT HD
Safety Matting For Leisure Areas

• Ideal for green field sites, disappears from view 
once turf has grown.

• Can be used on flat or sloping landscapes.
• Suitable for all weather and resists wind uplift.
• Wheelchair and pushchair accessible.
• 10 year product guarantee.
• Made from recycled materials.

GRASSMAT 
For Non-Slip Grip In Grassed Areas

• Absorbs shock and noise.
• Moulded non-slip cellular structure with excellent 

durability, comfort and slip resistance.
• Requires no special skills or tools, therefore allowing 

quick and easy installation.
• No base works required.
• Ideal for green field sites, as these disappear from 

view once turf has grown.
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Contact us for samples, quotations and advice  
Lanmat, Unit 2b, Kimberley Business Park, Blackness Lane, Keston, BR2 6HL
020 8080 9848   I   sales@lanmat.co.uk   I   www.lanmat.co.uk
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